We define simple invariants of knots or links (linking number, Arf-Casson invariants and Alexander-Conway polynomials) motivated by interesting results whose statements are accessible to a non-specialist or a student. The simplest invariants naturally appear in an attempt to unknot a knot or unlink a link. Then we present certain 'skein' recursive relations for the simplest invariants, which allow to introduce stronger invariants. We state the Vassiliev-Kontsevich theorem in a way convenient for calculating the invariants themselves, not only the dimension of the space of the invariants. No prerequisites are required; we give rigorous definitions of the main notions in a way not obstructing intuitive understanding.
Main definitions and results on knots
We start with informal description of the main notions (rigorous definitions are given after Problem 1.1). You can imagine a knot as a thin elastic string whose ends have been glued together, see fig. 1 . As in this figure, knots are usually represented by their 'nice' plane projections called knot diagrams. Imagine laying down the rope on a table and carefully recording how it crosses itself (i.e. which part lies on top of the other). It should be kept in mind that the projections of the same knot on different planes can look quite dissimilar.
A trivial knot is the outline (the boundary) of a triangle. By an isotopy of a knot we mean its continuous deformation in space as a thin elastic string; no self-intersections are allowed throughout the deformation. Two knots are isotopic if one can be transformed to the other by an isotopy. Remark 1.2 (why a rigorous definition of isotopy is necessary?). In fig. 2 we see an isotopy between the trefoil knot and the trivial knot.
Is it indeed an isotopy? This is the so called 'piecewise linear non-ambient isotopy' which is different from the 'piecewise linear ambient isotopy' defined and used later. (The first notion better Figure 2 : A (non-ambient) isotopy between the trefoil knot and the trivial knot reflects the idea of continuous deformation without self-intersections, but is hardly accessible to high school students, cf. [Sk16i] .) In fact, any two knots are piecewise linear non-ambient isotopic!
The usual problem with intuitive definitions is not that it is hard to make them rigorous, but that this can be done in several ways.
A knot is a spatial closed non-self-intersecting polygonal line. 1 A plane diagram of a knot is its generic 2 projection onto a plane 3 , together with the information which part of the knot 'goes under' and which part 'goes over' at any given crossing. Problem 1.3. For any knot diagram there is a knot projected to this diagram. (Such a knot need not be unique; see though problem 1.1.e.)
Figure 3: Elementary move
Suppose that two sides AC and CB of a triangle ABC are edges of a knot. Moreover, assume that the knot and (the part of the plane bounded by) the triangle ABC do not intersect at any other points. An elementary move ACB → AB is the replacement of the two edges AC and CB by the edge AB, or the inverse operation AB → ACB ( fig. 3 ). 4 Two knots K, L are called (piecewise linearly ambiently) isotopic if there is a sequence of knots K 1 , . . . , K n such that K 1 = K, K n = L and every subsequent knot K j+1 is obtained from the previous one K j by an elementary move.
Theorem 1.4. (a) The following knots are pairwise not isotopic: the trivial knot, the trefoil knot, the figure eight knot.
(b) There is an infinite number of pairwise non-isotopic knots.
This is proved using Arf and Casson invariants, see §5 and §9, cf. §6.
The mirror image of a knot K is the knot whose diagram obtained by changing all the crossings in a diagram of K. By assertion 1.1.d the figure eight knot is isotopic to its mirror image.
Theorem 1.5. The trefoil knot is not isotopic to its mirror image.
Theorem 1.5 is proved using the Jones polynomial [PS96, §3] , [CDM12, §2.4 ]. The proof is outside the scope of this text.
1 This is not to be confused with oriented knot defined below in §7. 2 A polygonal line in the plane is generic if there is a polygonal line L with the same union of edges such that no 3 vertices of L belong to any line and no 3 segments joining some vertices of L have a common interior point.
3 A university-mathematics terminology is 'a generic image under projection onto a plane'. 4 If the triangle ABC is degenerate, then elementary move is either subdivision of an edge or inverse operation.
Main definitions and results on links
A link is a collection of pairwise disjoint knots, which are called the components of the link. Ordered collections are called ordered or colored links, while non-ordered collections are called non-ordered or non-colored links. In this text we abbreviate 'ordered link' to just 'link'. A trivial link (with any number of components) is a link formed by triangles in parallel planes.
Plane diagrams and isotopy for links are defined analogously to knots.
(a) (b) Figure 4 : The Hopf link, the trivial link and another three links (b) The Hopf link is isotopic to some link whose components are symmetric with respect to some straight line. (f)* The Borromean rings link is isotopic to a link whose components are permuted in a cyclic way under the rotation by angle 2π/3 with respect to some straight line.
Theorem 2.2. (a) The following links are pairwise non isotopic: the Hopf link, the trivial link, the Whitehead link.
(b) The Borromean rings link is not isotopic to the trivial link.
Figure 6: Borromean rings
This is proved using linking number modulo 2, invent it yourself or see §4, and the Alexander-Conway polynomials, see §10. Alternatively, one can use 'triple linking' (Massey-Milnor) number and 'higher linking' (Sato-Levine) number [Sk, §4.4- §4.6].
3 Some basic tools Remark 3.1 (some accurate arguments). In the following paragraph we prove that if a knot lies in a plane, then the knot is isotopic to the trivial knot.
Denote the knot in a plane by M 1 M 2 . . . M n . Take a point Z outside the plane. Then M 1 M 2 . . . M n is transformed to the trivial knot M 1 ZM n by the following sequence of elementary moves:
The following result shows that intermediate knots of an isotopy from a knot lying in a plane to the trivial knot can be chosen also to lie in this plane.
Schoenflies theorem. Any closed polygonal line without self-intersections in the plane is isotopic (in the plane) to a triangle. This is a stronger version of the following celebrated result. Jordan theorem. Every closed non-self-intersecting polygonal line L in the plane R 2 splits the plane into exactly two parts, i.e. R 2 − L is not connected and is a union of two connected sets.
A subset of the plane is called connected, if every two points of this subset can be connected by a polygonal line lying in this subset.
For an algorithmic explanation why the Jordan Theorem (and so the Schoenflies Theorem) is non-trivial, and for a proof of the Jordan Theorem, see §1.3 'Intersection number for polygonal lines in the plane' of [Sk18] , [Sk] .
Problem 3.2. Suppose that there is a point on a knot such that if we go around the knot starting from this point, then on some plane diagram we first meet only overcrossings, and then only undercrossings. Then the knot is isotopic to the trivial knot. 5 In this text instead of knots up to isotopy we shall study plane diagrams of knots up to (equivalence generated by) Reidemeister moves shown in fig. 8 7 and plane isotopy moves shown in fig. 9 (middle, right). I.e. we shall use without proof the following result.
Theorem 3.4 (Reidemeister). Two knots are isotopic if and only if some plane diagram of the first knot can be obtained from some plane diagram of the second one by Reidemeister moves and plane isotopy moves.
The analogues of lemma 3.3 and theorem 3.4 for links are correct.
The Gauss linking number modulo 2 via plane diagrams
Suppose that there is an isotopy between two 2-component links, and the second component is fixed throughout the isotopy. Then the trace of the first component is a self-intersecting cylinder disjoint from the second component. If after the isotopy the components are unlinked, then the cylinder can be completed to a self-intersecting disk disjoint from the second component. This observation, together with [Sk, the Projection lemma 4.2.2], motivates the following definition.
The linking number modulo 2 lk 2 of the plane diagram of a 2-component link is the number modulo 2 of crossing points on the diagram at which the first component passes above the second component. Lemma 4.2. The linking number modulo 2 is preserved under Reidemeister moves.
Hint. Prove the lemma separately for every Reidemeister move.
By lemma 4.2 the linking number modulo 2 of a 2-component link (or even of its isotopy class) is well-defined by setting it to be the linking number modulo 2 of any plane diagram of the link.
We shall use without proof the following Parity lemma: any two closed polygonal lines in the plane whose vertices are in general position intersect at an even number of points. For a discussion and a proof see §1.3 'Intersection number for polygonal lines in the plane' of [Sk18] , [Sk] . (b) There is a 2-component link which is not isotopic to the trivial link but whose linking number modulo 2 is zero.
Hint. This is proved using integer-valued linking coefficient, see §8. ). We also denote by K + , K − , K 0 any three links who have diagrams D + , D − , D 0 . If an invariant (like lk 2 ) is defined for non-oriented links (or knots), then its value on a link is assigned to the link with any orientation.
Theorem 4.4. There is a unique mod2-valued isotopy invariant lk 2 of (non-oriented) 2-component links that assumes value 0 on the trivial link and such that for any links K + and K − whose plane diagrams differ as shown in fig. 10 lk 2 K + − lk 2 K − = 1 if at the crossing point different components cross each other; 0 if at the crossing point one component crosses itself.
Problem 4.5. * If the linking number modulo 2 of two (disjoint outlines of) triangles in space is zero, then the link formed by the triangles is isotopic to the trivial link.
The proof is presumably unpublished but not hard. We encourage you to publish the details. Cf. [Ko19] . . * If no 4 of 6 points in 3-space lie in the same plane, then there are two linked triangles with vertices at these 6 points. That is, the part of the plane bounded by the first triangle intersects the outline of the second triangle exactly at one point.
The Arf invariant
Take a plane diagram of a knot and a point P on the diagram different from crossing points. Call P a basepoint. A non-ordered pair of crossing points A and B is called skew (or P -skew) if going around the diagram in some direction starting from P and marking only crossings at A and B, we first mark overcrossing at A, then undercrossing at B, then undercrossing at A, and at last overcrossing at B. The P -Arf invariant of the plane diagram is the parity of the number of all skew pairs of crossing points.
Problem 5.1. (a) If the P -Arf invariant of a plane diagram is non-zero, then P is not a point as in assertion 3.2.
(b) Find the P -Arf invariant (of some plane diagram) of the trivial, the trefoil and the figure eight knots (for arbitrary choice of a basepoint P ).
Lemma 5.2. (a) The P -Arf invariant is independent of the choice of a basepoint P .
By (a) the Arf invariant of a plane diagram is well-defined by setting it to be the P -Arf invariant for any basepoint P .
(b) The Arf invariant of a plane diagram is preserved under Reidemeister moves. By (b) the Arf invariant (Arf number) arf of a knot (or even of isotopy class of a knot) is well-defined by setting it to be the Arf invariant of any plane diagram of the knot.
Hints. (a) It suffices to show that the Arf invariant remains unchanged when the basepoint moves through one crossing on the plane diagram.
(b) Prove the statement for each Reidemeister move separately. Cleverly choose a basepoint! Problem 5.3. There is a knot which is not isotopic to the trivial knot but which has zero Arf invariant.
Hint. This is proved using Casson invariant, see §9.
Theorem 5.4. There is a unique mod2-valued isotopy invariant arf of (non-oriented) knots that assumes value 0 on the trivial knot and such that for any knots K + and K − whose plane diagrams differ as shown in fig. 10 arf K + − arf K − = lk 2 K 0 .
(Observe that K 0 has to be a 2-component link.) Theorem 5.6 (cf. [CG83, Theorem 2]). * Take any 7 points in space, no four of which belong to any plane. Take 7 2 = 21 segments joining them. Then there is a closed polygonal line formed by taken segments and non-isotopic to the boundary of a triangle.
Appendix: proper colorings
Section 6 only uses the material of §1 and §2. See more in [Pr98] .
A strand in a plane diagram (of a knot or link) is a connected piece that goes from one undercrossing to the next. A proper coloring of a plane diagram (of a knot or link) is a coloring of its strands in one of three colors so that at least two colors are used, and at each crossing, either all three colors are present or only one color is present. A plane diagram (of a knot or link) is 3-colorable if it has a proper coloring.
Problem 6.1. For each of the following knots or links take any diagram and decide if it is 3-colorable. Both the informal notion and rigorous definition of isotopic oriented knots are given analogously to isotopic knots.
Problem 7.1. Isotopic oriented polygonal lines without self-intersections on the plane and on the sphere are defined analogously to isotopic oriented knots in space.
(a) An oriented spherical triangle is isotopic on the sphere to the same triangle with the opposite orientation.
(b) The analogue of (a) for the plane is false.
Problem 7.2. The following pairs of knots with opposite orientations are isotopic: two trivial knots, two trefoil knots, two figure eight knots.
Theorem 7.3 (Trotter, 1964). There exists an oriented knot which is not isotopic to the same knot with the opposite orientation. This is proved using the Jones polynomial [PS96, §3], [CDM12, §2.4]; the proof is outside the scope of this text. 8 More precisely, consider disjoint oriented plane diagrams of the two oriented knots. Find a rectangle in the plane where one pair of sides are edges of each knot, but the rectangle is otherwise disjoint from the knots, and the edges are oriented around the outline of the rectangle in the same direction. Now join the two diagrams together by deleting these edges from the knots and adding the edges that form the other pair of sides of the rectangle. The resulting connected sum diagram inherits an orientation consistent with the orientations of the two original diagrams.
Theorem 7.6. For any isotopy classes K, L, M of knots and the isotopy class O of the trivial knot we have
The proof is outside the scope of this text, see [PS96, Theorem 1.5]. (In this part of [PS96] one needs to replace 'knot' by 'oriented knot' because of remark 7.5.)
Figure 15: Connected sum of links
The connected sum # of links (ordered or not, oriented or not) is defined analogously to the connected sum of knots, see fig. 15 . This is not a well-defined operation on links, and assertion 7.8 shows that this does not give a well-defined operation on their isotopy classes. So we denote by K#L any of the connected sums of K and L. The absolute value of the linking number of a (non-oriented) 2-component link (or of its isotopy class) is well-defined by taking any orientations on the components.
We shall use without proof the following Triviality lemma: for any two closed oriented polygonal lines in the plane whose vertices are in general position the sum of signs of their intersection points is zero. For a discussion and a proof see §1.3 'Intersection number for polygonal lines in the plane' of [Sk18] , [Sk] . (e) There is a 2-component link which is not isotopic to the trivial link but which has zero linking number.
Hint. This is proved using Alexander-Conway polynomial, see §10.
Theorem 8.4. There is a unique integer-valued isotopy invariant lk of oriented 2-component links that assumes value 0 on the trivial link and such that for any links K + and K − whose plane diagrams differ as shown in fig. 10 lk K + − lk K − = 1 if at the crossing point different components cross each other; 0 if at the crossing point one component crosses itself.
The Casson invariant
The sign of a crossing point of an oriented plane diagram of a knot is defined after figure 17 ; the first (the second) vector is the vector of overcrossing (of undercrossing). Clearly, the sign is independent of the orientation of the diagram, and so is defined for non-oriented diagram.
The sign of a P -skew pair of crossing points in a plane diagram of a knot (for any basepoint P ) is the product of the signs of the two crossing points.
The P -Casson invariant of a plane diagram is the sum of signs over all P -skew pairs of crossing points. Theorem 9.4. There is a unique integer-valued isotopy invariant c 2 of (non-oriented) knots that assumes value 0 on the trivial knot and such that for any knots K + and K − whose plane diagrams differ as shown in fig. 10 c
(Observe that K 0 has to be a 2-component link; the number lk K 0 is well-defined because change of the orientation on both components of an oriented link does not change the linking number.)
Alexander-Conway polynomial
Section 10 only uses the material of §1, §2 and §7 (except that problems 10.4.bc use §8 and §9). . . = 0 on the trivial knot and such that for any n ≥ 0 we have
where K 0 is K 0 from fig. 10 with some ordering of the components. 9 Theorem 5.4 is the analogue of problem 10.1 for 1-component links (knots). The definition of arf given in §5 applies to knots only and here the point is to extend it to 3-component links.
Proofs of the existence in problem 10.1.a and in theorem 10.2 are outside the scope of this text. You can use the existence without proof. 10 See a proof in [Al] , cf. [Ka06', §3- §5], [Ka06] , [Ga19] . For a relation to proper colorings see [Ka06', §6] .
The polynomial C(K)(t) := c 0 (K) + c 1 (K)t + c 2 (K)t 2 + . . . is called the Conway polynomial, see assertion 10.4.e. Introduction of this polynomial allows to calculate all the invariants c n as quickly as one of them. The formula in theorem 10.2 is equivalent to 
Vassiliev-Goussarov invariants
Section 11 only uses the material of §1, §2 and §7 (except that problem 11.2.2 uses §9). An (oriented) singular knot is a closed oriented polygonal line in R 3 whose only self-intersections are double points which are not vertices. Two singular knots are isotopic if there is an orientation preserving PL homeomorphism h : R 3 → R 3 carrying the first singular knot to the second one, and the orientation on the first singular knot to the orientation on the second one. Denote by Σ the set of the isotopy classes of singular knots.
A chord diagram is a cyclic word of length 2n having n letters, each letter appearing twice. (1) The Vassiliev skein relation from fig. 19 holds, (2 n ) v(K) = 0 for each singular knot that has more than n double points, and (3) v(K) = λ(σ(K)) for each singular knot K that has exactly n double points.
As far as I know, the Vassiliev-Kontsevich theorem was never stated in this form, which is short and convenient for calculation of the invariants (although this form was implicitly used when the invariants were calculated). So I am grateful to S. Chmutov for confirmation that theorem 11.1 is correct and is indeed equivalent to the standard formulation, see e.g. [ A map v : Σ → R such that (1) holds is called a Vassiliev-Goussarov invariant. A map v : Σ → R such that (2 n ) holds is called a map of order at most n. In the remaining problems use (the 'only if' part of) theorem 11.1 without proof. Assertion 'v(K) = x for any singular knot K whose chord diagram is A' is shortened to 'v(A) = x'. For each point X in the space let p(X) be the line containing X, perpendicular to π. Let h(X) be the height of X relative to π, that is positive (h(X) > 0) if X is in the upper half-space, and is negative (h(X) < 0) if X is in the lower half-space. To each point A of the first knot associate a point A ′ of the second knot by the following procedure.
Case 1: The projection of the point A on π is not a crossing point on the plane diagram. In this case p(A) intersects the first knot only at the point A. Since the plane diagrams coincide, the line p(A) intersects the second knot also at a single point. Define A ′ to be this point.
Case 2: The projection of the point A on π is a crossing point of the plane diagram. In this case the line p(A) intersects the first knot in an additional point B. Since the plane diagrams coincide, the line p(A) intersects the second knot in two points C and D, where we assume that h(C) > h(D). If h(A) > h(B), we define A ′ = C, and in the opposite case A ′ = D.
For each point A of the first knot and each number t ∈ [0, 1] let A(t) be the point on the line p(A) with the height h(A(t)) = (1 − t)h(A) + th(A ′ ). By construction A(0) = A, A(1) = A ′ and the transformation of the first knot, which moves A(0) in the direction of A(1) with constant speed, so that at the time t it occupies the position A(t), is the required isotopy.
1.3. See fig. 21 . For each crossing point of the plane diagram, on the upper edge of the crossing, choose two points, close to the intersection and on the opposite sides of the intersection. Replace the line segment between the two chosen points by a 'bridge' rising above the plane diagram, Figure 21 : The bridge over some crossing point which connects these two points. After replacing all crossing points by the corresponding bridges, we obtain the required knot.
1.4. (a) Use the results of problems 5.1.b, 9.1.b and lemmas 5.2.ab, 9.2.ab. Alternatively, use the results of problem 6.1.ab and lemma 6.2.
(b) Take any of the connected sums of n trefoil knots. By the results of problems 9.1.b and 9.3.a the Casson invariant of this knot is n. Hence by lemma 9.2.ab these knots for different values of n are not isotopic. (f) Take three ellipses given by the following three systems of equations:
x = 0 y 2 + 2z 2 = 1 , y = 0 z 2 + 2x 2 = 1 and z = 0 x 2 + 2y 2 = 1. See figure 6. Take the quadrilaterals circumscribed around these ellipses and symmetric w.r.t. the coordinate axes. Then the straight line is given by x = y = z.
2.2. (a) In order to distinguish the Hopf link from the other two use the result of problem 4.1 and lemma 4.2. In order to distinguish the Whitehead link from the trivial link use the result of problem 6.1 (or 10.3) and lemma 6.2 (or theorem 10.2).
(b) Use the result of problem 10.3 and theorem 10.2. 3.2. Choose a knot projected to the given plane diagram in the same way as in problem 1.3. Suppose that all the 'bridges' lie in the upper half-space w.r.t. the projection plane. By the assumption there are points X and Y on the knot which divide the knot into two polygonal lines p and q such that
• q lies in the projection plane and passes only through undercrossings;
• p is projected to polygonal line p ′ which passes only through overcrossings. Take a point Z in the upper half-space, and a point T in the lower half-space. Let us construct an isotopy between the given knot and the closed polygonal line XZY T , which is isotopic to the trivial knot. The isotopy consists of 3 steps, all of them keeping X, Y fixed.
Step 1. An isotopy between q and XT Y . Suppose that q = A 0 A 1 . . . A n , where A 0 = X and A n = Y . Then the isotopy is given by
Step 2. An isotopy between p and p ′ . Remove all the 'bridges' by elementary moves.
Step 3. An isotopy between p ′ and XZY . This is done analogously to step 1.
Follows by assertion 3.2.
Another idea of the proof (cf. [PS96, Theorem 3.8]). Denote by π the horizontal plane containing the plane diagram. For each point X in the space, p(X) and h(X) are defined in the solution of the problem 1.1.e. Let l be a line in the plane, which passes through a vertex A 0 of the plane diagram, while the whole diagram is contained in one of the two half-planes determined by l. Let A 0 , A 1 , . . . A n be all vertices of the plane diagram, in the order of their appearance, while we move along the diagram in some direction. Choose points B 0 , . . . , B n so that A i ∈ p(B i ) for i = 1, . . . , n, and h(B i ) < h(B j ) for i < j. Let B n+1 be a point, whose projection on π is close to A 0 and h(B n+1 ) > h(B n ). We claim that the knot B 0 . . . B n B n+1 is isotopic to the trivial knot. Indeed, by the choice of the line l, the projection of the knot onto any plane, perpendicular to the line l, is a closed polygonal line without self-intersections. It remains to modify crossing in the plane diagram so that they are in agreement with the projection of the constructed knot to the plane π.
See [PS96, §1.7].
Remark. Since [PS96, §1.6] does not contain as rigorous definition of Reidemeister moves as that of plane isotopies, 12 the argument in [PS96, §1.7] does not constitute a rigorous proof. We believe that a rigorous proof can be recovered using rigorous definition of Reidemeister moves. fig. 4 . This link is not isotopic to the trivial link because they have distinct linking numbers, see §8.
4.4. Existence. By lemma 4.2 the linking number modulo 2 is an isotopy invariant. The skein relation is easy to check.
Uniqueness. Suppose that f is another invariant aside from lk 2 satisfying the assumptions. Then f − lk 2 is an isotopy invariant assuming zero value on the trivial link and invariant under crossing changes. The analogue of lemma 3.3 for links states that any plane diagram of a link can be obtained from the diagram of a link isotopic to the trivial link by some crossing changes. Hence f − lk 2 = 0.
12 This also shows that having plane isotopy in the statement [PS96, §1.7] does not make the statement rigorous, and thus should be avoided. On an intuitive level, plane isotopies should better be ignored. With the alternative rigorous definition below, plane isotopies can be expressed via Reidemeister moves and so again should better be ignored in the statement. Let us present an alternative rigorous definition of the first Reidemeister move. The other Reidemeister moves have analogous rigorous definitions. On the plane take a closed non-self-intersecting polygonal line L whose interior (see the Jordan theorem in remark 3.1) intersects a knot diagram D by a non-self-intersecting polygonal line M joining two points on L. Let N be a closed non-self-intersecting polygonal line in the interior of L such that N ∩ L = ∅, N ∩ M is one point and M ∪ N cam be made a generic (self-intersecting) polygonal line. The first Reidemeister move is replacement of M to M ∪ N in D, with any 'information' at the appearing crossing.
(a)
If P is a point on the plane diagram as in assertion 3.2, then there are no P -skew pairs of crossings. Hence the P -Arf invariant is zero.
Let P 1 and P 2 be two basepoints such that the segment P 1 P 2 contains exactly one crossing point X.
Case 1: P 1 P 2 passes through undercrossing. Then X does not form either P 1 -skew or P 2 -skew pair with any other crossing. Hence P 1 -and P 2 -Arf invariants of the diagram are equal.
Case 2: P 1 P 2 passes through overcrossing. Then X divides the diagram into two closed polygonal lines q 1 and q 2 such that P 1 lies on q 1 and P 2 lies on q 2 . Denote by n 1 (respectively, n 2 ) the number of intersections of q 1 and q 2 for which q 1 passes above q 2 (respectively, q 2 passes above q 1 ). Denote by N 1 the number of P 1 -skew pairs formed by X and some intersection of q 1 and q 2 . Denote by arf P 1 D the P 1 -arf invariant of D. Use analogous notation with P 1 replaced by P 2 . Then
where D is the given plane diagram. Here • the first equality holds because a pair of crossings is either P 1 -skew or P 2 -skew (but not both) if and only if the pair is formed by X and some intersection of q 1 and q 2 ;
• the second equality holds because N 1 = n 1 and N 2 = n 2 ; indeed, an intersection of q 1 and q 2 forms a P 1 -skew (respectively, P 2 -skew) pair with X if and only if at this intersection q 1 passes above (respectively, below) q 2 ;
• ≡ 2 are congruences modulo 2; • the last congruence follows by the Parity lemma for q 1 and q 2 . Take basepoints before and after the move as in fig. 23 (left) . Check that the crossing A does not form a P -skew pair with any other crossing.
Type II move. Take basepoints before and after the move as in fig. 23 (middle). Check that neither of the crossings A and B forms a P -skew pair with any other crossing.
Type III move. Take basepoints before and after the move as in fig. 23 (right) . Check that neither of the crossings A, B forms a P -skew pair with any other crossing and that neither of the crossings A ′ , B ′ forms a P ′ -skew pair with any other crossing. Then check that a crossing X distinct from A, B, C forms a P -skew pair with C if and only if X forms a P ′ -skew pair with C ′ . 5.3. Take any of the connected sums of the two trefoil knots. By assertion 7.4.d the Arf invariant of this knot is 0. By the results of problems 9.1.b and 9.3.a the Casson invariant of this knot is 2. Hence this knot is not isotopic to the trivial knot. Here are hints for checking the skein relation. Take basepoints P + , P − as in fig. 24 . Check that the crossing A − does not form a P − -skew pair with any other crossing in K − . Then check that the number of crossings which form a P + -skew pair with A + in K + equals lk 2 K 0 modulo 2.
Uniqueness. The proof is analogous to the proof of theorem 4.4. Use lemma 3.3 itself instead of its analogue for links. (b) A plane diagram is 5-colorable if there exists a coloring of its strands in five colors 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 so that at least two colors are used, and at each crossing if the upper strand has color a and two lower strands have colors b and c, then 2a ≡ b + c (mod 5). Similarly to lemma 6.2 the 5colorability of a plane diagram is preserved under Redemeister moves. The 5 1 knot is 5-colorable, see fig. 25 , right. The trivial knot is not. Hence they are not isotopic.
(b) First solution.
An oriented polygonal line is called positive if the bounded part of the plane is always on the right side of each of its oriented segments (see the Jordan theorem in remark 3.1). Prove that the positivity of an oriented polygonal line is preserved by elementary moves.
Hint to the second solution. The positivity can be equivalently defined as follows. We say that an oriented polygonal line A 1 . . . A n is positive if for each of its inner (interior) points O the sum of oriented angles ∠A 1 OA 2 + ∠A 2 OA 3 + . . . + ∠A n−1 OA n + ∠A n OA 1 is always positive (i.e. the winding number of the oriented polygonal line around any interior point is positive).
7.2.
Each of the three indicated oriented knots is transformed into the oriented knot with the opposite orientation by the rotation through the angle π around the 'vertical' axis passing through the 'upper' point of the knot (see the leftmost diagram in fig. 1 , the first and the second row for the trefoil and the figure eight knot, respectively). This rotation is included into a continuous family of rotations through the angle πt, t ∈ [0, 1], with respect to the same line. This is the required isotopy. (b) Reversing the orientation of either of the components negates the sign of every crossing point.
(c) Take the connected sum of 5 Hopf links oriented so that their linking numbers equal to −1.
(d) The proof is analogous to assertion 7.4.d. The signed set of crossing points of plane diagram of K#L is the union of the signed sets of crossing points of plane diagrams of links K and L.
(e) An example is the Whitehead link. The Whitehead link is not isotopic to the trivial link by theorem 2.2.a.
8.4. The proof is analogous to theorem 4.4. 9.1. (a) Answers: 0, 1 and −1.
The trivial knot has no crossings, and so no skew pairs of crossings. Therefore the Casson invariant of this knot is 0.
All three crossings of the trefoil knot have the same sign. Since the trefoil knot has exactly one linked pair of crossings (regardless the choice of the base-point), we obtain that the Casson invariant of this knot is 1.
(b) Take any connected sum of five figure eight knots. By (a) and assertion 9.3.a below the Casson invariant of this knot is −5.
9.2, 9.3.a, 9.4. The proof is analogous to lemma 5.2, assertion 5.3 and theorem 5.4, respectively. Take care of the signs of intersection points. For lemma 9.2.a use the Triviality lemma stated after problem 8.2. 9.3. (b) Take any connected sum of the trefoil knot and the figure eight knot. By (a) and the answer to problem 9.1.a the Casson invariant of this knot is 0. However, by answers to problems 10.3.d,e and assertion 10.5.c the Conway polynomial of this knot is (1 + t 2 )(1 − t 2 ) = 1. Hence this knot is not isotopic to the trivial knot. Let D be a plane diagram of a link. By crD denote the number of crossings in D. By chD denote the minimal number of crossing changes required to obtain from D a diagram of a link which is isotopic to the trivial one (such sequence of crossing changes exists by the analogue of lemma 3.3 for links).
10.2. The uniqueness is analogous to theorems 8.4,9.4; solve first problem 10.3. Deduction of the stronger version (for non-ordered links) from the weaker version (for ordered links). It suffices to show that all invariants c n defined for ordered links are preserved under changes of the order of the components.
Let D be a plane diagram of a link with two or more components and let D ′ be a plane diagram obtained from D by a change of the components' order. The proof is by induction on crD. If crD = 0, then D is a diagram of a link which is isotopic to the trivial one and by answer to problem 10.3.b we have C(D) = 0 for any ordering of the components. Suppose that cr D > 0; then continue the proof by induction on chD. If chD = 0, then D is a diagram of a link which is isotopic to the trivial one; this case is considered above. Suppose that chD > 0. Let D * be a link obtained from D by a crossing change and such that chD * < chD. Denote by D ′ * is a link obtained from D ′ by the change of the same crossing. Then ±(C(D) − C(D * )) = C(D 0 ) and ± (C(D ′ ) − C(D ′ * )) = C(D ′ 0 ), where D 0 is a diagram of a link K 0 (with some ordering of the components) from fig. 10 for D, D * being D + , D − in some order, and D ′ 0 is the same for D ′ , D ′ * . Note that the diagrams D * and D ′ * coincide up to the order of the components. The same is true for the diagrams D 0 and D ′ 0 . Since chD * < chD and cr D 0 < cr D, by the inductive hypotheses we have C(D * ) = C(D ′ * ) and C(D 0 ) = C(D ′ 0 ). Then C(D) = C(D ′ ). (b,c) The first parts are particular cases of (d). The second parts follow from the definition of c 1 , c 2 and theorems 8.4, 9.4.
(d) The proof is by induction on cr D. If cr D = 0, then K is isotopic to the trivial link. If K is a knot, then C(D) = 1. Otherwise C(D) = 0 by assertion 10.3.b. Suppose that cr D > 0; then continue the proof by induction on chD. If chD = 0, then K is isotopic to the trivial link; this case is considered above. Suppose that chD > 0. Let D * be a link obtained from D by a crossing change and such that chD * < chD. Then ±(c j (D) − c j (D * )) = c j−1 (D 0 ), where D 0 is the diagram from fig. 10 corresponding to D, D * being D + , D − in some order. Note that the link D * consists of k components and the link D 0 consists of k ′ = k ± 1 components. Therefore if j ≤ k − 2, then j − 1 ≤ k ′ and if j − k is even, then (j − 1) − k ′ is even. Since chD * < chD and cr D 0 < cr D, by the inductive hypothesis we have c j (D * ) = c j−1 (D 0 ) = 0. Then c j (D) = 0.
(e) Prove analogously to (d) that c j (D) = 0 for any plane diagram D and j > cr D. (c) If L is a split link, then there exist links K + , K − , K 0 such that • their plane diagrams differ like in fig. 10 ;
• the links K + and K − are isotopic;
• the link K 0 is isotopic to L.
We have C(L) = C(K 0 ) = 1 t (C(K + ) − C(K − )) = 0, see fig. 28 . 11.2.
(2) For n = 2 use theorem 9.4.
